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Dairyland wind project honored
Representatives of Dairyland Power Cooperative and developer EDP Renewables 

were recognized in Madison last Thursday for their collaboration on the Quilt Block 

Wind Farm, honored as Wisconsin’s renewable energy project of the year at RENEW 

Wisconsin’s seventh annual renewable energy summit. Dairyland is purchasing 

the entire output of the 49-turbine, 98-megawatt facility in Lafayette County. Quilt 

Block is the state’s first large wind generation facility to be completed since 2011 
and began commercial operation last October. 

High Court voids stay, complicating WOTUS rewrite
 A unanimous U.S. Supreme Court 
ruled Monday that the 2015 judicial 
stay of the controversial Waters of the 
United States (WOTUS) regulation 
was issued in the wrong venue. The 
action voids the stay, allowing the rule 
to take effect and heightening the ur-
gency of the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) finalizing new rules to 
rescind the regulation and replace it 
with new language defining the limits 
of federal authority under the Clean 
Water Act.
 The rule effectively erases such 
limits, critics say. Months before the 
WOTUS rule was finalized, the Army 
Corps of Engineers, which proposed 
it jointly with the Obama-era EPA, 
acknowledged it would extend 
authority to regulate vast areas of 
dry land, particularly in the desert 
Southwest, as “waters of the United 
States.”        
 Monday’s decision wasn’t entirely 
unexpected. In issuing its 2015 stay 

the U.S. 6th Circuit Court of Appeals 
was sharply divided. Each member of 
the three-judge panel cited different 
arguments and one wrote he would 
vote to block it reluctantly, believing 
the issue belonged before a district 
court, not an appeals court—as the 
Supreme Court has now ruled.
 A district judge in North Dakota 
stayed the rule in 2015, but his action 
was held to be effective only in 13 
states, not including Wisconsin. At 
the time, a defiant EPA Administrator 
Gina McCarthy said the rule would be 
immediately enforced in the other 37 
states, but the 6th Circuit issued its 
nationwide stay before any agency 
actions were taken.
 Expectations now are that envi-
ronmental groups will seek to compel 
enforcement of the stalled regulation, 
complicating the EPA’s efforts to undo 
and replace it.
 The EPA was said to be within 
weeks of issuing a rule delaying the 

2015 WOTUS rule to 2020, and then 
attempting to finalize its replacement 
this year. Both efforts are expected to 
meet with court challenges.                
 Monday’s Supreme Court action 
appears to resolve ambiguity that has 
led plaintiffs to routinely file Clean 
Water Act petitions in both district 
and appellate courts, as occurred 
with the WOTUS rule. Wisconsin was 
among 11 states that in 2015 sought a 
preliminary injunction against the rule 
from a federal district court in Georgia. 
Other plaintiffs filed in a West Virginia 
district court. 
 Ironically, both of those petitions 
failed when the district courts said 
they lacked jurisdiction and that the 
right forum would be the federal ap-
peals courts. 
 At the time, Wisconsin Attorney 
General  Brad Schimel said the WOTUS 
rule would regulate as “waters of the 
United States” areas “that are usually 
dry.” Wisconsin was one of 31 states 
that petitioned the EPA in 2015 to 
delay WOTUS implementation to 
accommodate judicial review. 

Transmission 
segment ok’d
 The Public Service Commission 
has approved construction of a 345-ki-
lovolt, double-circuit transmission 
line connecting a new substation near 
the Alliant Energy West Riverside En-
ergy Center to an existing transmission 
line of similar capacity in the Rock 
County Town of Beloit.
 The approximately $42 million, 
4.2-mile American Transmission 
Company project is expected to be in 
service next year.
 The West Riverside Energy Center, 
expected to begin commercial opera-
tion in 2020, combines 650 megawatts 
of natural gas-fired and two megawatts 
of solar photovoltaic generation.
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 A National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) press release announced last Thursday that 
globally averaged temperatures made 2017 “the second 
hottest year since 1880.” Last year, NASA said, was 
“1.62 degrees Fahrenheit warmer than the 1951–1980 
mean,” and ranked “second only to global temperatures 
in 2016.”
 To understand what’s being reported, the refer-
ence to 1951–80 is critical. The figures don’t represent 
observed temperatures. They represent the difference 
between a single year’s estimated global average tem-
perature and the average of annual global temperature 
estimates over a 30-year period—a standard reference 
frame in analyzing climate trends.
 NASA also noted that last year’s departure from the 
average was “second only” to 2016’s. One year earlier, 
a NASA press release said 2016’s departure from the 
average had been 1.78 degrees Fahrenheit. 
 So according to NASA the past two years’ 
departures from the estimated long-term temperature 
average differed by 0.16, or 16 one-hundredths of 
one degree, Fahrenheit. Though 2017 is shown to be 
slightly cooler, the cooling is not significant. What is 
significant is that the year-to-year difference is so tiny 
it barely exceeds the error margin in estimating global 
temperature at any given time. Similarly minuscule 
variations have been a frequent feature of near-annual 
reports proclaiming prior years had been the “hottest 
ever recorded.” 
 Which points to a second key to understanding 
what’s reported: the scale of change. 
 Some assert there’s been no actual warming, at least 
in the contiguous United States, and that NASA and 
others create the appearance of warming by “adjust-
ing” U.S. land surface temperature records since 1895 
downward in early decades, making the warming in 
recent decades steeper.
 It’s undisputed that decades after being recorded, 
earlier 20th century temperatures have been repeatedly 

Analysis
NASA’s numbers 

 Imported solar panels and wash-
ing machines would be subject to a 
30 percent tariff under a White House 
order issued Monday. The levy, aimed 

We told them so…
 Private investors Monday an-

nounced a $2.5 billion cash infusion 
to speed FirstEnergy’s exit from mer-

chant generation. Prominent in 1990s’ 
electric restructuring, the company 

seeks a return to traditional regulated 

utility status. FirstEnergy shares rose 

about 10 percent on the news.   

revised downward. NASA says it’s correcting bias in-
troduced by the time of day when original observations 
were taken, and by changes in locations of observation-
al equipment. But even if 1934 really was warmer than 
1998 until NASA decided in this century that it was the 
other way around, the scale of change is a more mean-
ingful factor. 
 Linked here (https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/
graphs/) is a NASA graph showing its adjusted global 
land and ocean temperature estimates back to 1880. A 
close look at the vertical axis shows all the warming 
relative to NASA’s chosen 1951–80 base period—in-
dicated on the graph as zero—has occurred within a 
range of one degree, Celsius. 
  (Celsius degrees represent a wider temperature 
range than Fahrenheit degrees, each degree C being 
roughly equivalent to 1.8 degrees, F. Expressed in the 
Celsius degrees more commonly used in climate re-
search, last week’s NASA press release would—and 
did, parenthetically—have stated last year’s departure 
from the long-term average as 0.9 degrees rather than 
1.62 degrees.)
 A “hiatus,” or as some skeptics say, a halt to global 
warming, was hotly debated as satellites detected scant 
warming for about 15 years after the unusually strong 
1998 El Niño concentrated warm water in the equato-
rial Pacific. A strong El Niño drove rising temperatures 
again in 2016. 
 As NASA issued last Thursday’s press release, 
former NASA scientist James Hansen released a new 
paper dismissing in advance another “hiatus” Hansen 
and current NASA scientists say might be coming if an 
absence of El Niño conditions combines with the 11-
year sunspot cycle’s natural decline in solar activity.    
 “Because of the combination of the strong 2016 El 
Niño and the phase of the solar cycle, it is plausible, if 
not likely, that the next 10 years of global temperature 
change will leave an impression of a ‘global warming 
hiatus,’ ” Hansen and his co-authors wrote. 

Trump orders tariff on imported solar panels 
at protecting financially troubled U.S. 
manufacturers, would be reduced an-
nually, to 25 percent in a second year, 
20 percent in the third year, and 15 
percent in the fourth.
 Reaction within the industry de-
pends on a company’s role: the tariff 
could be a U.S. solar panel manufac-
turer’s fondest dream but a developer’s 
worst nightmare. The Sierra Club 
called the tariff “ruinous” to the U.S. 
solar industry but noted that it begins 
at a lower rate than the 35 percent 
recommended by the government’s 
International Trade Commission.
 South Korea immediately said it 

would file a complaint over what it 
alleged is a violation of World Trade 
Organization rules.  


